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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
EUROPE - 15th August 2019

R1 - LA TESTE DE BUCH | 18:15 | EUR €18,000 |  PRIX CHATEAU FONT-MERLET

55 GRACE OF CLIFFS
Five start maiden who ran an improved race last time when third over 1900m at this track. Rates
well on best form and expected to run well.

22 CLOUD SURFING
Returned from a spell last start when second beaten only a head at this track on July 12 over
1900m. Looks hard to beat after first up effort.

77 EPISCOPALE
Ran only a fair sixth on debut at Bordeaux before going for a spell. May run into a place with a bit
of luck.

44 RED CURRY Performing well since debut placing two races from three starts and is the mix for this race.

88 INDIAN JEWEL
Good debut effort that has proven handy. Flopped prior to a spell. Rises in weight but looms as
an each way hope.

R2 - LA TESTE DE BUCH | 18:45 | EUR €20,000 |  PRIX ALFRED FREMIOT

22 PASTICHOP
Didn't inspire last start beaten 4.25L at Deauville. Can forget last start getting a chance here
today.

33 SENOR CHARLY
Out of the placings last time when fourth over a longer 2400m journey at this track. Rates fairly
and definitely worth including in the multiples.

11 BROADWAY BOOGIE
Followed up a win at Dax with a close fth last start at this track only beaten 1.15 lengths.
Current form suggests will be competitive here.

77 GAROPABA
In both runs this preparation she has loomed up and faded. Appears much better suited here
where she drops in distance.

66 WIN BOY Didn't inspire last start beaten 8.45L at this track. Can expect a better showing this time out.

R3 - LA TESTE DE BUCH | 19:15 | EUR €42,000 |  POULE D'ESSAI A 12.5%

66 GOODLUCK PONTADOUR
Improved on debut but still not nding a place or win, last start encouraging fourth at Mont-De-
Marsan. Looking to improve further could find frame.

77 GOUDURISK LAUTEIX
Resumes after a two months break. Form last preparation was very good, winning two times.
Likely to be shy of his best resuming but still looms as a top winning hope.

33 MANITOPARK
First up in this. Strong campaign last preparation saluting the judge two times. Likely to be shy
of her best resuming but still rates as a leading contender.

11 RIDER DU PETIT LAC
Progressive and lightly raced colt. Last time recorded a 38 length ninth over 2100m at Mont-De-
Marsan. Has the ability and is a definite each way hope.

22 MOSSKY
Colt resuming after showing promise as a youngster with a win at 2100m. Form sound and
worth including in the multiples.

R4 - LA TESTE DE BUCH | 19:45 | EUR €20,000 |  PRIX EXPRESS

88 MORNING BASMA
Followed up a second at Dieppe with a win last start. Drawn a good barrier here and will be
competitive again. Looks well placed.

77 LOVER'S KNOT
Progressive and lightly raced lly. Last time recorded a 3.25 lengths third over 1000m at Vichy.
Has the ability and can run a forward race.

66 HACKNEY ROAD
Resumed from a spell with a fair run when fth over 1200m at Maisons-La tte but does have
two wins second up. Rates well and is among the chances.

11 COCO CITY
Kicked off this campaign in stakes company with a 5.5 lengths fourth over 1000m at Deauville
and tackles easier company. Fitter for the run and shouldn’t be far away.

22 ANTONELLA
Kicked off this campaign in stakes company with a 7 length seventh over 1000m at Deauville
and tackles easier company. Fitter for the run and is among the chances.
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R5 - LA TESTE DE BUCH | 20:17 | EUR €30,000 |  OMNIUM DES JUMENTS

55 EZA BELLE SAVE
Hampered during her latest outing when second at this track on July 30. One of the favourites
here.

11 MAWAVE
Fitter for two runs back, the latest when half a length win over 2400m at this track. Rates well
here and looks suited here

77 GEISHA DU LAC
Broke through for maiden success over 2400m two back then out of the placings last time at
Tarbes when fourth. Has ability and looks an each way hope.

33 KISSMELANDE
Promising lly who built on sound debut run with a maiden success last time over 2200m at
Pompadour. Has ability and can measure up with further improvement.

44 MELODIE CELESTE
Honest type who was win here last time at Prunelli Di Fiumorbo chance at third run from a spell.
Decent winning strike rate and rates an each way chance.

R6 - LA TESTE DE BUCH | 20:52 | EUR €17,000 |  PRIX DE L'AMITIE PARIS-BASSIN D'ARCACHON

55 COURTESY
Three-year-old lly resuming after showing some promise as a juvenile where she won at 1800m.
Rates highly and expected to measure up.

22 NAADIRAH
Progressive and lightly raced lly. Last time recorded a 0.75 lengths second over 1600m at
Longchamp. Rates highly in this and expected to be in the finish.

1212 QUEEN LIBERTY
Finally broke through for maiden win two starts back after 12 attempts. Was well held last start
when eighth at this track on July 31. Hard to see her returning to winning again.

1010 BELCHA
Missed the placings last time over a longer trip when seventh over 2000m at Mont-De-Marsan.
Rates fairly and definitely worth including in the multiples.

66 GOLDEN POWER
Lightly raced gelding progressing well. Last start posted a head third over 2000m at Mont-De-
Marsan. Rates well and is worth including in the multiples.

R7 - LA TESTE DE BUCH | 21:32 | EUR €42,000 |  POULE D'ESSAI A 37,5%

77 GREATLOVE JIM
Back from a spell with a 12 length seventh over 2100m at Mont-De-Marsan. Rates highly here
and among the better hopes.

33 FLYER DU PECOS
Broke maiden status at latest outing when winning at Castera-Verduzan over 2400m, and faces
a rise in class this start. Can continue form this start.

99 AREDIENNE
Ran a better race second time out to nish fourth over 2100m at Dax. Further improved and is
worth including in calculations.

88 SOLIWOOD
Consistently outside the placings of late, latest was fourth beaten by 6 lengths over 2100m at
Mont-De-Marsan. Well held latest and prefer the place.

22 GRAVURE ANGLAISE Unraced three-year-old filly by Carghese Des Landes out of Ivanika. Worth consideration.

R8 - LA TESTE DE BUCH | 22:07 | EUR €16,000 |  PRIX ROBERT PERRIN

99 SANDOSIDE
Doesn't win often and last win was more than a year ago. Latest when a 6 length seventh over
1900m at Deauville All Weather. Has the ability and can run a forward race.

88 DON'T TELL TALES
Six-year-old entire who drops in trip since latest outing at Dax when fourth, nishing 1.65 lengths
off the winner. Appears to be a top chance.

11 RESOURCE
Handy gelding racing in good form, nished mid eld last time when fth but beaten only 2.5
lengths over 2000m. Rates well and don’t underestimate.

33 YOUAREMINE
Rarely far away but nds it hard to win with just the one career success. Last start was fourth
over 1900m at this track on July 12. Recent form sound and looks an each way hope.

22 SOLITARY MAN
Ran a fair result two back at this track and distance, running fourth by 3.75 lengths. His best can
take this.


